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Abstract

Collaborative networks are common in real life, where domain experts work together to solve tasks issued by customers. How to model the proficiency of experts is critical for us to understand and optimize collaborative networks. Traditional expertise models, such as topic model based methods, cannot capture two aspects of human expertise simultaneously: Specialization (what area an expert is good at?) and Proficiency Level (to what degree?). In this paper, we propose new models to overcome this problem. We embed all historical task data in a lower dimension space and learn vector representations of expertise based on both solved and unsolved tasks.

Specifically, in our first model, we assume that each expert will only handle tasks whose difficulty level just matches his/her proficiency level, while experts in the second model accept tasks whose levels are equal to or lower than his/her proficiency level. Experiments on real world datasets show that both models outperform topic model based approaches and standard classifiers such as logistic regression and support vector machine in terms of prediction accuracy. The learnt vector representations can be used to compare expertise in a large organization and optimize expert allocation.

1 Introduction

Collaborative platforms, such as crowdsourcing service providers, community question answering forums, and customer service centers, are becoming more and more prevalent. Once managed effectively, the rich online human resources have shown great potential to solve problems more economically, efficiently, and reliably [1–3]. In order to effectively manage and utilize expert resources, an essential problem is how to correctly understand/represent human expertise and identify right experts for a certain task [4, 5]. In this paper, we take collaborative networks as an example to derive expertise representation so that multiple experts can be compared in the same framework.

In collaborative networks, tasks are routed among experts in a collaborative network until they are resolved. Fig. 1 shows a sample collaborative network. Task $t_1$ starts at expert $e_1$ and is resolved by expert $e_5$; task $t_2$ starts at expert $e_1$ and is resolved by expert $e_4$. The sequences $e_1 \rightarrow e_2 \rightarrow e_4 \rightarrow e_5$ and $e_1 \rightarrow e_3 \rightarrow e_4$ are called routing sequences of task $t_1$ and $t_2$ respectively.

One fundamental problem in ticket routing is how to represent experts’ knowledge and employ it to estimate the probability of solving a task. Once this problem is solved, the final resolver to a given task can be found quickly.

An expert has to meet two constraints in order to solve a task: (1) Topic Match: the specialized areas of the expert shall match the topic of the task. For example, a programmer can possibly solve a programming problem while he is less likely to solve a physics problem; (2) Difficulty Level Match: the difficulty level of the task should match the proficiency of the expert. Previous studies [6, 7] assumed that a list of possible specialized areas for each expert is given. In real collaborative networks, manually creating these specialized areas is laborious and hardly accurate. An intuitive solution is to use topic modeling to automatically learn human expertise from the previously solved tasks. This solution has two main problems: (1) Tasks that an expert has failed to solve cannot be properly modeled to specify what the expert cannot do. (2) Topic models
essentially capture the topic distribution of historical tasks. They do not directly measure proficiency level and its difference among experts.

To overcome the aforementioned issues and learn better expertise representations, we propose two expertise models in below:

(Model A) It assumes each expert has one or several specialized functional areas in a collaborative network. A task falling to one of the functional areas will be solved by the expert; otherwise it will be transferred to another expert. Based on this assumption, we define an expertise space in which all experts’ expertise and all tasks will be embedded as numerical vectors. Tasks close to one of the expertise of an expert will be resolved by the expert whereas those far from his/her expertise will not. In this model, we combine the two aspects, specialized area and proficiency level of human expertise. The specialized area of an expert is characterized as a ball centered at his expertise vector and the radius of the ball signifies the range of the expert’s duty. The ball is named functional area of the expert. This model is referred to as Functional Area Expertise (FAE).

(Model B) In some collaborative networks, there is no clear division of experts’ responsibility. Experts solve tasks just based on their true capability. In this case, experts could deal with tasks in all difficulty levels below his capacity of solving tasks. Therefore, instead of unifying specialized areas and proficiency levels as in the FAE, our second model learns a vector representation of expertise and characterizes the two aspects separately: dimensions of the expertise vector encode specialized areas and the value in each dimension signifies the proficiency level of the expert on the corresponding area. Our intuitions in this formulation are as follows: (1) If an expert can solve a task, his proficiency level should be greater than or equal to the task difficulty; (2) If an expert cannot solve a task, there must be some dimensions in his expertise where their values are smaller than those required by the task. In this way, the specialized areas together with their proficiency levels can be modeled naturally. We refer to this model as All-Round Expertise (ARE).

FAE and ARE represent two different strategies of assigning task to experts. FAE is going to reserve the capacity of highly skilled experts for difficult tasks, while ARE tries to shorten task processing time as much as possible. Experimental results on real collaborative networks show that expertise learnt from our models better predict ticket solving than topic model based approaches and other methods in expertise modeling.

2 Conclusion

Expertise modeling is considered as the core content in improving the efficiency of collaborative networks. The goal is to represent experts’ abilities in terms of specialization and proficiency level. In this paper, we developed two models to learn distributed representations of expertise which can convey both aspects. The first model assumes that an expert only solves tasks matching his/her specialization and proficiency level. Alternatively, in the second model, the expert can solve all the tasks whose difficulty level is equal to or lower than his/her proficiency level in his/her specialized area. Experimental results on real datasets demonstrated that the proposed models can learn meaningful expertise representations and are effective in predicting task resolution.
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